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Originally from Berlin, the director Theresa von Halle began her artistic career as an oboist. During her instrumental studies 

at the Hanns Eisler Conservatoire she began to stage scenic concerts, collaborating with actors, dancers and musicians. 

Theresa has won a number of prizes for her productions and has assisted in theatres, working with Christoph Marthaler, 

amongst others.

She developed the dramatic concept of Acting Instruments, in which the player, instrument and music fuse together in one 

character to create a hybrid performance art combining the two worlds of the theatre and the concert hall.

In March 2018, she staged Mendelssohn’s Oratorio ‘Elijah’ as a community opera for the Kammerakademie Potsdam with 

400 pupils from the region. During the last season, she directed a cross-genre production entitled ‘Free Schubert’ in 

cooperation with the Stegreif Orchestra, in which the orchestral musicians act within the framework of a theatrical story. The 

production won the Start Up Music Prize.

Her productions have been shown in venues such as the Radialsystem and Konzerthaus in Berlin, in both Kampnagel and the 

Jungen Schauspielhaus in Hamburg. She is an award winner of the ‘Masefield Prize for New Concert Formats’ set up by the 

Alfred Toepfer Foundation. A finalist of the ‘Competition for New Concert Ideas’ organised by the ‘Meßmer Monumentum’ 

foundation, Theresa was also a scholar of the summer-academy ‘Concerto21’ funded by the Alfred Toepfer Foundation, and a 

scholarship holder of ‘Unsere Künste’ of the Claussen Simon Foundation.

Theresa is also part of the education team in the Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg in the department: ‘future-music’.

THERESA VON HALLE
Director of Musical Theatre

http://theresavonhalle.de/



Free Schubert 

This production redefines Schubert’s C major Symphony.  A cross-genre production wi-
thout sheet music or a conductor, the musicians appear free within the framework of a 
theatrical story. Under the Slogan „what to take, what to take away“ the meaning of an 
„orchestra“ finds a new definition.

szenic director: Theresa von Halle
artistic Director: Juri de Marco 
dramaturgie: Viola Schmitzer
production: Clemens Seemann

http://stegreif-orchester.de

FREE SCHUBERT



MiniBar – #sitcomopera in 21 episodes

The sitcom-opera „Minibar“ portraits in 21 short episodes common characters and their common every-
day concerns.

They enter a Bar – the only location in the web series  – to solve their problems.  The bar as a place whe-
re the „side by side“ existence becomes visible, and the adjacency in a transforming world community.

An innovative format between sitcom-entertainment and dramatic opera.

conducter: Miguel Pérez Iñesta
composer: Sven Daigger
director: Theresa von Halle
dramaturgy: Lynn Musiol
libretto: Änne-Marthe Kühn
camera: Stephan Böhme
Kostüm design : Julia Misiorny
orchestra: Jungen norddeutschen philharmonie

Supported by:NORDMETALL-Stiftung, Filmförderung Mecklenburg-

Vorpommern, Jungen Oper Rhein-Main.

MiniBar – #sitcomopera in 21 episodes



Patricia Carolin Mai is a Hamburg based Dancer & Choreographer. She studied contemporary dance at the SNDO Amsterdam, the 

Royal Conservatory of Antwerp and holds a Master of Arts in Performance Studies at the University of Hamburg. With a scholarship 

by the Israel Foundation she moved to Israel in 2011, where she was engaged for the Batsheva Dance Company. Since 2013 she 

started developing her own productions at the interface of dance, performance and visual arts and presented her works at interna-

tional Festivals such as Tmuna Festival Tel Aviv, Seoul Dance Festival Korea, PSi Performance Studies Congress Hamburg, Biennale 

Cologne, Festival Internazionale di Roma and others. Next to her own productions she works internationally with choreographers 

such as Ohad Naharin, Arkadi Zaides, Willi Dorner, Marc Vanrunxt, Martin Nachbar and Isabelle Schad. ‘READY TO SNAP’ is the first 

part of her current dance trilogy about „Bodies in States of Emergency“ and was produced at K3 - Center for Choreography in 2016. 

The second piece ‘BALAGAN BODY’ is a transnational Dance- Music-Production between Germany and Israel and explores the 

body as an archive populated with personal and cultural memories. ‘BALAGAN BODY’ started with a four month research period at 

Seoul Dance Center Korea and Kelim Dance House Tel Aviv and premiered in January 2018 at Kampnagel Hamburg. The third and 

final part of her trilogy will build the Cross- Generational-Dance-Project HAMONIM. It is a dance piece made for 70 dancers of all 

ages and will be developed during the 8 month Artist in Residency Programme at K3 Tanzplan Hamburg Germany in 2018/2019. 

HAMONIM (Hebrew-Translation: „what keeps a mass moving“.)

PATRICIA CAROLIN MAI
Dancer, Choreographer



How do people react if they are confronted with natural catastrophes, war, terror or physical violence? How 

do memories remain in a body after experiencing danger? READY TO SNAP examines the body in extreme 

situations and observes their reactions when they consciously face an extreme situation or are unintentionally 

exposed to it.

In interviews people told about extreme situations they went through. Based on their memories two dancers and 

one musician face the images and movements that arised while listening to their experiences. Their encounter 

is a constant negotiation of escape and attack, tenderness and brutality, fainting and control. Ready - the 

moment of tensed expectations. Two bodies lurk, boil like kettles just before cooking and provoke each other. 

Snap - a body snaps, freezes, runs away, or defends itself. A production of Patricia Carolin Mai, co-produced 

with K3 | Tanzplan Hamburg, funded by the Hamburg Cultural Authority, the Fonds Darstellende Künste e.V., the 

Hamburgische Kulturstiftung and the Rudolf Augstein Foundation.

TRAILER: https://vimeo.com/168942398

LINK: https://vimeo.com/183449617

PASSWORT: 17.06.2016

READY TO SNAP



BALAGAN BODY is a transnational Dance Production between Tel Aviv and Hamburg and deals with the „Chaosbody“ that explores the 

body as an archive populated with personal and cultural memories. A dancer from Tel Aviv and a dancer from Hamburg will investigate 

how people process the transition between exceptional conditions and normality in the long term. Interviews with people in Tel Aviv 

and Hamburg form the basis for the choreographic research. How do people deal with sudden attacks? How do extreme states translate 

into the body? What distinguishes a body that is exposed to a permanent threat from a body that lives in relative safety? Together with 

two musicians the four artists enter into a physical and acoustic dialogue and become an unpredictable, at the same time threatened 

organism – a delicate construction, somewhere between normality and emergency.

BALAGAN BODY is an Israel | German Production of Kelim Choreography Center Tel Aviv-Bat Yam and Kampnagel – Internationales 

Zentrum für schönere Künste Hamburg. Supported by: Behörde für Kultur und Medien Hamburg, Fonds Darstellende Künste e.V., 

Hamburgische Kulturstiftung, Rudolf Augstein Stiftung. Residencies at: Seoul Dance Center Korea and K3 Choreography Center | 

Tanzplan Hamburg.

BALAGAN BODY



RUSSLAN // RUDI MARTENS
I l lustration

Russlan Kassimowitsch Tintschurin was born in 1987 in Tomsk, Siberia.

Although his father has a doctorate in physics and his mother has studied mathematics, he decided early to make a 

living as an artist. When he was eight years old, his parents immigrated to Germany, where Russlan lived on as Rudi 

Martens. In 2008 he went to the HAW Hamburg to study illustration, comics and design.

His roots seem to reappear in his personal style, mixed with a heavy influence of modern pop culture. While his 

works as an illustrator are very colorful and politically charged, his personal artwork tend to be dystopian and black 

and white.

www.russlan.eu







Ron Zimmering, 1984 born in Dresden, studied acting at the University of Music and Theater in Leipzig 

and worked for six years as an actor. From 2012 to 2016 he studied directing at the Theaterakademi 

Hamburg. Since 2016 he works as a freelance director among others for the Landestheater Detmold, 

Theater Osnabrück, Lichthoftheater Hamburg and Deutsches SchauSpielHaus Hamburg. In addition, 

he works as a lecturer at the university and other schools.

His work is characterized by the combination of classical materials with documentary and biographical 

elements. So in his productions he works with professional and not professional performers, young 

people, seniors, disabled people or refugees. He is founder of various event formats, such as „Salon 

Kleiner Michel“ (mixture of dance, theater & music) and „Brutkasten“ (open stage for students of all 

faculties at the Theaterakademie Hamburg). At the SchauSpielHaus Hamburg he directed the monthly 

event series „heimaten 1-10“.

www.ronzimmering.de

RON ZIMMERING
Theater director



„Heimaten“ is a new monthly series of events at the Jungen SchauSpielHaus, which illuminates the 

homeland from different perspectives. We throw new perspectives on the negatively populated and 

seemingly old-fashioned term in order to jointly describe and live new homelands through participation. 

Each evening presents itself differently: The range includes staging, scenic reading, performance, dance, 

concert, speed dating and interactive game arrangement. A guest is interviewed regularly in a very 

personal interview format. Afterwards spectators and artists are invited to dine together in the foyer and 

to discuss further. For each event, a culinary suitable dish is prepared and we let the evening end with 

music and conversation.

heimaten 1-10 
A event series at the „Jungen SchauSpielHaus“ 2016/2017



As a selfish king, Gilgamesh rules the city of Uruk. The gods confront him with the equal Enkidu, 

the two become friends and embark on a journey in blockbuster format. They want to measure their 

powers with the whole world until they realize the limits of their exaltation.

The Gilgamesh epic is the oldest surviving story in the world. The myth preserved on clay tablets 

is as fragmentary as it is exemplary: Gilgamesh, a prototype of a human being, is in search of his 

destiny. He raises the question that has driven all action since the beginning of humanity: How can 

I overcome death?

GILGAMESCH
Kampnagel 2016 (final production)



Si-Ying Fung is a visual artist from Hamburg. She studied Illustration at the Hamburg University of Applied Science, 

Experimental Art and Chinese Printmaking at the China Academy of Art in Hangzhou and Chinese Studies and Art History at 

the University of Hamburg.

Her work ranges between drawing and painting and focusses on different material qualities in colour and structure. As she 

grew up between different cultures her interest for the relationship between location and identity is part of her art and 

research. One example is her book projekt “Nichts. Wir fahren”, which was nominated for the Young Illustrator‘s Award of the 

Illustrative in Berlin 2013.

Si-Ying is part of the illustrator‘s collective tapir&klotz, which publishes the “Illustrated Pocket Calendar” every year. She also 

gave workshops in the Museum of Arts and Crafts, the Ethnologic Museum of Hamburg and in the International Summer 

Academy Pentiment. Her work has been exhibited in different galleries and art spaces in Germany, Italy and China.

Since 2017 she holds the artist scholarship of the Claussen-Simon-Foundation.

www.siyingfung.com

SI-YING FUNG
Drawing, Painting, Illustration



„NICHTS. WIR FAHREN.“
Book project, Diploma HAW 2012

The book „Nichts. Wir fahren.“ is the diploma 

project in Illustration from 2012.

In form of a travel documentary with dialogues the 

book tells about growing up between two different 

cultures. Also it shows a personal view on the 

relationship between place and identity and the 

feeling of wandering during travel.



HECKE
Installation view from the group show exhibition 
„(NOT) AT HOME. Kulturelle Intervention im Obi 
Altona“, Art Festival „Kunst Altonale“ 2017.

The installation was inspired by the forms of the landscape and the 
many private gardens around Lago Maggiore, in Tessin, Switzerland.



Pauline Jacob studied classical singing at the Hamburg Conservatory until 2014. After singing in the alto group in the 

opera choir of theatre Bremen she works as a freelancer since 2016. Her speciality is the combination of acting and clas-

sical singing and the search for a new kind of muscial theatre, that combines elements of modern performance, classical 

opera and theatre. Beyond her work on stage she developes projects with artists of other artistic genres to develope

a broader artistic language. Among those projects was the performance Sportboot/Killerwelle with the scenographer 

Alper Kazokoglu, the sound performance Politics and Love at the Kunstverein in Hamburg and the Club zur Heiligen 

Kreuzdame with the Designers of the Designstudio Bas&amp;Aer. Since 2016 Pauline receives a scholarship from the 

Claussen-Simon- Stiftung Hamburg for her interdisciplinary work. At the moment she works with the musician Georg 

Conrad on a musical audio drama.

http://paulinejacob.de/

PAULINE JACOB 
Gesang, Performance



POLITICS AND LOVE
Sound performance as part of the exibition „The history show“ 
at the Kunstverein Hamburg.

Work together with the singer Lisa Schmalz and the class of Prof. Marjetica



DER SCHUSS 2.6.1967

World debut on 2.6.2017 at the Neuköllner Oper, 
BerlinOper, Berlin.
Musik: Arash Safaian, Text: Bernhard Glocksin




